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Phi–Lambda–Technology®…Phi–Lambda–Technology®…

SKIN–REPAIR is a revolutionary skin care system new to
the world.

How is it different from conventional products?

Conventional cosmetic products provide active agents or
chemicals which force the skin to accept them. It is a fatal
mistake! They treat the skin as though it were a non-living
sheet of plastic, ignoring it’s own built-in intelligence. They
may improve the “look” of your skin temporarily, but they
inevitably results in contributing to the deterioration of the
skin and the loss of ability for the skin to repair.

SKIN–REPAIR Does NOT Contain…

Extrim products do not have many of the ingredients found
in conventional “care” cosmetics. Extrim comes with…

n NO chemical or natural active agents

n NO conservation ingredients, colors or perfumes

n NO undesirable side effects

n NO high-gloss, super-expensive and nearly
meaningless image advertising

n NO animal testing (or raw-material tests)

n NO overpriced packaging Can be used for any
skin-type. Slowly but surely equalizes dry as well
as oily skin back to normal.  Stimulates the skin
to liberate itself in time from small scars, age
spots pimples and early wrinkles.

…produces extremely active and highly specific bio-
transmitters. SKIN–REPAIR is a developed system
to work with inherent “ memory or intelligence of
your skin”. SKIN–REPAIR is programmed with a
moisturizing and rejuvenating information picked up
by the skin. Since your skin is a living and intelligent
entity, it can recover natural ability to rejuvenate and
beautify itself without any chemicals or active agents
commonly found in conventional skin care products.
It is not necessary for you to understand the
technology to benefit from it. Your skin will
understand the information.

SKIN–REPAIR works with Phi–Lambda–
Technology®. At first glance, it has nothing more
than purified water: alcohol and glycerin, yet it can
changes your skin.

Is it better to use more?

NO. The benefit of our product is not in
quantity but the information it conveys.It is best to
use a small amount every day.

What kind of results can I expect?

First and foremost, SKIN–REPAIR aims at overall
improvement of the skin: helping it re-vitalize,
smoother, tighter, and more youthful- looking skin.
Some reports disappearance of scars, age spots,
pimples and smoothing-out of previous wrinkles.

Years of Experimentation and Testing

While the exact nature of how Phi-Lambda
Technology works to convey intellectual information
to your body must be kept secret, the process was
developed after years of experimentation and testing.
The result is a perfected method that makes it
possible to practically imbue every desired piece of
information (even complete information packages
such as behavioral regulations, situation analysis,
etc.) onto such carriers as, for example, water.

Thus, within the SKIN–REPAIR preparation
information is contained and transmitted to the
body’s own intellect through which ‘dead”
substances (resulting from chemical cleaning,
radiated or similarly degenerated foodstuffs) are
converted back into “living” tissue. This enables the
skin to recognize the modern poisons in food, air,
water and conventional cosmetics, and to expel
these substances before they cause further damage.
Further, it enables the body to counter the illogic of
past trauma and actually create counter-actions with
the highest efficiency.

SKIN–REPAIRSSKINKIN––RREPAIREPAIR
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LEARN THE TRUTHLEARN THE TRUTH
The Secret Of Healthier, Younger-looking And More Beautiful Skin!

Why use a skin care system with no active 
agents?

Your skin is living and intelligent. It is very possible to
retain beautiful, youthful-looking skin using your own
inner power.

Most women believe that it’s normal for their skin to
begin showing signs of aging after just their 20th
birthday – or even earlier! They’re convinced by
powerful marketing campaigns that it is necessary to
use special chemical agents and products to keep
their skin healthy, smooth looking and vital.

Nothing could be further from the truth. And just
because this belief has been so widely disseminated
and propagandized does not make it any more true.
The fact is all skin is capable of using its own innate
intelligence to remain smooth and beautiful for
decades. The skin is prevented from doing this,
however, when several harmful circumstances
coincide. Among these are: insufficiently balanced
nutrition; traces of poison in the water, air and food;
and radiation damage from excessive sun.

Faced with such unnatural hardships it is difficult for
the skin to produce the elements it normally uses to
retain a beautiful smooth, youthful appearance.
Furthermore, attempting to introduce these elements
or agents from the outside using man-made cremes
and products is the worst thing you can do for your
skin, and only hinders the natural rejuvenating
process.

The Fallacy of Man-Made Chemical and “Natural”
Skin-Care Products

Conventional skin-care products do not take into
account your skin’s innate intelligence and vitality.
They merely provide damaging chemicals – without
asking your skin what it really needs to remain
beautiful and youthful.

There are two primary ways in which conventional
cosmetic products attempt to “force” your skin to be
beautiful.

First, normal skin crèmes, lotions, masks, etc. are all
designed to provide the skin with certain active
“agents,” which the skin is deemed unable to provide
itself. Because the skin cannot assimilate these
agents easily, special additives are often included
which attempt to force the skin to accept them.

A second common approach is to ply the skin with
“care-giving” cosmetics. These products attempt to
force the skin to produce its own beauty-enhancing
agents by introducing chemical designed to induce
beauty-enhancing bio-chemical reactions. The skin
reacts to these outside influences, however, by using
its resources to defend against the intruding
substances, thereby weakening its innate ability to
revitalize and beautify itself.

Both these methods make the same fatal mistake.
They treat the skin as though it were a non-living
sheet of plastic, ignoring its own built-in intelligence
and vitality. This deprives the skin of its ability to make
decisions about what is best for its health and beauty.
While skin-care products that utilize chemicals or
natural agents may serve to temporarily improve the
“look” of your skin, they inevitably result in contributing
to the deterioration of the skin and the loss of its ability
to repair and rejuvenate itself.

As an aside: the use of decorative cosmetics, serving
to cover certain blemishes or enhance skin color, etc.,
are usually harmless and do not interfere with the
skin’s natural rejuvenating process.

Sensible Skin-Care: Using The Skin’s Own 
Rejuvenating Power

Your skin knows what it has to do to stay young and
beautiful, and even to repair damage. Sensible skin
care supports the skin and its ability to stay young and
beautiful and even recuperate from damage. All your
skin asks is that you live a life that includes a healthy
balanced diet, adequate sleep, neither too much nor
too little sunshine – and nothing but a little mild soap
or oil for cleansing. Greases and salves purporting to
aid your skin do in fact the opposite – they contribute
to the aging process and make it harder for your skin
to remain smooth and beautiful.

Action-Free Extrim Products With Phi-Lambda
Technology

Your skin can recover its natural ability to rejuvenate
and beautify itself – through the use of action-free
Extrim Products with Phi Lambda Technology. Phi
Lambda Technology refers to the spiritual properties
that are responsible for the body’s mental intelligence,
or the psyche of the biological organism, which
effectively controls the organism. This is further known
as “Lambda-Life quantum.”
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The Psyche of the SkinThe Psyche of the SkinThe Psyche of the Skin

Like any living, intelligent thing, your skin has its own psyche, or soul. And as it is with all living tissue, the soul life of
your skin does not always proceed according to strictly logical reasoning. There are always two sides to the skin’s
story: those damages caused by factually objective occurrences as well as those caused by subjective, sometimes
seemingly illogical, reactions in the thoughts and feelings of the skin psyche.

One example of this is overexposure to sunshine. Much of the skin damage that is in fact caused to the skin by
relatively low doses of the sun’s radiation is actually due to the fact that the skin “remembers” earlier incidents of
harmful exposure and therefore over-reacts. This prevents the full functioning of the skin’s bio-chemicals, leading to
unnecessary sunburn. Thus, the skin not only uses extra energy, it actually damages itself and the normal healing
process is curtailed. Taking this reasoning to its extreme, it is theoretically possible to suffer ”sunburn” without ever
actually being exposed to excess radiation. This is because the skin’s psychic memory goes all the way back through
the evolutionary process to the “original sunburn happening,” which may even have come about as a result of the first
one-celled tissue being washed ashore and dried by the sun near the beginning of evolutionary time!

Besides sunshine, other elements such as traces of poison or minute particles in the food we eat can also pose
problems for the skin. But just as some people choose to remain healthy and happy in spite of difficult economic or
environmental circumstances (while others resign themselves to despair and misfortune, often falling sick or aging
rapidly), it is exactly the same with the skin. While one person retains youthful, vibrant looking skin throughout life,
another becomes wrinkled and ages prematurely. The difference between these individuals lies in the psyche and its
reaction to material circumstances – this is the same for the skin as it is with people.

Furthermore, even the molecules and material substance from which your skin is constructed has a form of its own
psyche. This “memory of the matter” plays a meaningful role as one of a host of factors by which your skin may be
revitalized and beautified.

Extrim Works With Your Body’s Innate Intelligence

Extrim-Care Cosmetics work with Phi-Lambda Technology®, along with your body’s own intelligence, in order to
mutually bring forth your own natural, healthy beauty. Phi-Lambda Technology® relies on the “memory” of the skin,
and the ability of every substance to carry its own information – just as a recording device can carry music or voices,
the skin’s own carrier substances are imbued with intellectual information. The water, alcohol and glycerin particles
become carriers of information which is turned over to the body’s own cells, where they are in turn distributed to all
cells and intercepted by the body’s own intellect. (The name Phi-Lambda Technology compares to this function –
communication is carried via micro-matter “Phi” to the body’s intellect (“Lambda”).

Homeopathic and related “soft” health-inducing preparations function in a similar manner. In addition, many age-old
herbal remedies achieve their results in a similar way. However, the Phi-Lambda Technology® distinguishes itself in
two particular ways.

Beyond Homeopathy…

In the case of homeopathic remedies, the intellectual information originates in the history of the particle substances.
As a result the “memory of the matter” is not precisely controlled, but rather empirically recognized and catalogued for
each substance. With Phi-Lambda Technology®, however, the information is precisely formulated and imbued into
the neutralized carrier matter – similar to the way music is recorded on tape. This assures a higher degree of
efficiency and prevents negative information from being carried along.

Phi-Lambda Technology® Cannot Be Harmful!

Phi-Lambda Technology® always directs itself to the highest, most conscious instance of the body’s intelligence and
is presented as an information offer open to the body’s intellect to choose or refuse. This voluntary action means that
in practice the Phi-Lambda Technology cannot be harmful to your body.
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SKIN–REPAIR
Observations

SSKINKIN––RREPAIREPAIR
ObservationsObservations

Does a person’s skin type require a different type of skin
care with Extrim products?

No. With bio-energetic care skin type does not make a difference.
Skin type is only considered a factor only when determining which
ingredients should be provided to the skin in order to achieve the
best results. As the correct answer to this question is “none,” the
type of skin involved does not matter. With SKIN–REPAIR r the
skin becomes capable of returning to its optimal condition,
regardless of how it has deviated from this condition over time.

Is it better to use more of the Extrim Skin-Repair liquid than
is recommended?

No. The benefit of SKIN–REPAIR is not in the quantity used, but in
the information it conveys! To convey this information, only a
small amount of the SKIN–REPAIR liquid is required on each spot
of skin surface. It is best, however, to use SKIN–REPAIR every
day.

If you would like to benefit further from the Phi-Lambda
Technology, we recommend that in addition to applying
SKIN–REPAIR liquid daily you take Vita-Drops for the furthering of
the intellectual transmission to improve overall body functioning.
Metab-Drops for the intellectual support of the change of the
substance, Symbioses-Drops for the immune system and
Symbioses-Drops for the symbiosis in the digestive tract and for
the skin. Other care products are available  for the skin from the
shoulders to the feet, as well as for hair, nails and the skin around
the eyes, and to battle cellulite and stretch marks. We
recommend you study the entire catalog or call us. We will be
happy to advise you about all the care products available for your
health and well being.

What Kind Of Results Can I expect With Extrim Skin-Repair?

First and foremost, SKIN–REPAIR aims at overall improvement of
the skin, helping it revitalize and become smoother, tighter and
more youthful-looking. Our customers have also reported the
disappearance of scars, age spots, pimples and other
irregularities, as well as the disappearance and even smoothing-
out of previous wrinkles.

What do orthodox scientists say about Extrim Skin-Repair?

In 1991 the European Standard Test For Skin Humidity-
Improvement was given to SKIN–REPAIR at the Institute of Skin
Physiology in Holzminden, Germany.

The result was sensational: No previous product on the market
had ever  scored more than an 18% improvement of the skin’s
humidity factor. SKIN–REPAIR achieved an increase of 25.75%!
And that result was achieved in a test that provided extremely
disadvantageous conditions for the optimum slow build-up of bio-
energetic care, as it was based on quick day-to-day results.

What SKIN–REPAIR Comes With…

SKIN–REPAIR has several things conventional “care” cosmetics
do not have.
SKIN–REPAIR comes with…

n Phi-Lambda Technology – and otherwise only distilled
water, denatured alcohol and glycerin.

n Free telephone consultation before and after purchase
by a competent authority

n Full right-of-return with right-to-refund if unsatisfied with
the first-time purchase

n Unlimited storage warranty for the retention of 100% of
functional ability

Steps To More Beautiful Skin

1. Skin Self-Examination – Before you begin your personal
skin-care test with SKIN–REPAIR, take a few moments to
carefully examine your skin in a mirror. Take a mental picture
of your skin, capture the essence of how you look and feel in
your mind’s eye. (See the chart on next paget, and fill-in the
appropriate boxes.)

2. No Cremes or Lotions – During the test period, do not use
any other cosmetic skin-care product – no day or night
cremes, no lotions, facial waters or masks – nothing that
claims to help your skin by using either man-made chemical
or natural ingredients.

3. Clean With Mild Soap – Clean the skin of your face, throat
and upper breast thoroughly on a daily basis, using only
warm water and a simple mild soap that does not claim to
have any “healing” ingredients. For eye make-up removal,
use only a natural product such as warm vegetable oil
(sunflower, corn, thistle or wheat germ). Afterwards rinse with
warm water. Use no other chemical or natural cleaning fluids
– no mineral oil, no cosmetic “deep cleansers,” no “healing
soaps,” or washing creams. (As far as possible, try to avoid
getting shampoo or shower gel on your face while
showering.)

4. Apply SKIN–REPAIR R Daily – After your shower or facial
wash, dab your skin with a small amount of water so it
remains moist. Dribble three or four drops from your test
bottle into the palm of your hand and wipe carefully over your
entire face, neck and upper breast area.  When applying
SKIN–REPAIR to your dry skin (not wet from washing or
showering), always moistens the skin first with a wet towel.

Explanation: The moist water film on your skin helps
distribute the drops of SKIN–REPAIR consistently over your
skin. (All that is needed is a minute amount of the
SKIN–REPAIR liquid to be distributed over the surface of the
skin.)

For problem areas such as scars, pimples or rashes, make
certain that you dab these areas thoroughly with by wetting
the tip of your finger and rubbing directly on the affected
area.

5. Air-Dry Your Skin – After applying SKIN–REPAIR, let your
skin air dry naturally – do not use a towel.

6. When To Apply Make-Up – If you use colorful makeup, the
best time to apply it is immediately after you have dabbed
your skin with the SKIN–REPAIR liquid.

7. Re-Examine Your Skin – When your test bottle is empty
(usually 8-15 days), take some time to carefully re-examine
your skin, as in step 1. Pay attention both to how your skin
looks and how you feel in your skin – as well as how you feel
about yourself in general. Now compare this new feeling with
how you felt at the beginning of the test. (Fill in the
appropriate boxes on the chart.)

8.  Many people notice that SKIN–REPAIR has been able to help
improve the look and feel of their skin in just the first few
days of the test! In order to continue the process of improving,
beautifying and revitalizing your skin we encourage you to
order your first bottle of SKIN–REPAIR liquid. A single 50 ml
bottle will last you over 20 weeks if used as directed. Use the
simple order form attached to this test, or just pick up the
telephone and call the number on the back of this pamphlet.

Questions & AnswersQuestions & AnswersQuestions & Answers
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SKIN REPAIR
Observations

Before AfterCondition

NOTES WORSE SAME BETTER MUCH
BETTER

All around
feeling about
how you look

Wrinkles,
crowfeet

Smoothness
of skin

Clarity of
skin-
cleanliness

Pimples,
blemishes

Tight or loose
skin

Rough skin,
skin complex

Old looking,
young looking


